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Through considerable tax structuring efforts,
sometimes labeled ‘‘profit shifting,’’ many U.S.-
based multinational groups (MNCs) — with the
help of their legal and tax advisers — have success-
fully accumulated billions of low- and zero-taxed
earnings within their controlled foreign corporation

subsidiaries. The amounts have recently been re-
ported to exceed $2 trillion.1 Those tax structuring
efforts have focused on the dual goals of:

1. avoiding any current U.S. taxation within
U.S. group members by focusing on the trans-
fer pricing rules and planning around the CFC
rules in subpart F;2 and

2. avoiding taxation in the foreign countries
where operations are conducted or sales are
made.

There has been much criticism of this tax avoid-
ance behavior. It seems clear, however, that MNCs
and their advisers have largely kept their planning
within the letter of the U.S. tax law (although
arguably slightly outside its spirit). Normally we
see only occasional lapses in which companies have
run afoul of the transfer pricing rules or of the
subpart F rules that require current U.S. taxation of
foreign earnings within the hands of applicable U.S.
shareholders.

Following significant attention in an April 2014
hearing by the Senate Homeland Security and Gov-
ernmental Affairs Permanent Subcommittee on In-
vestigations (PSI),3 Caterpillar Inc. reported on its
Form 10-K filed February 17, 2015,4 that the IRS had
issued a revenue agent’s report January 30, 2015,
proposing to currently tax in the United States
certain income earned by the company’s Swiss
subsidiary, Caterpillar SARL. According to footnote
5 of the financial statement, the basis for imposing
current taxation on that income is not application of
the transfer pricing or subpart F rules but rather

1Richard Rubin, ‘‘U.S. Companies Are Stashing $2.1 Trillion
Overseas to Avoid Taxes,’’ Bloomberg Business (Mar. 4, 2015).

2The CFC rules in subpart F impose current taxation on a
U.S. shareholder’s portion of specified income earned by CFCs,
regardless of whether an applicable CFC has distributed the
relevant earnings. The CFC income caught by these rules
generally includes defined passive income and some active
income, all of which is sometimes referred to as ‘‘tax haven’’
income. In oversimplistic terms, active tax haven income will
usually arise from CFC sales or services that involve a related
party and do not involve the CFC’s country of incorporation.

3All documents concerning the April 1, 2014, PSI hearings on
Caterpillar are available at http://www.hsgac.senate.gov/sub
committees/investigations/hearings/caterpillars-offshore-tax-
strategy.

4Available at http://finance.cat.com/cda/files/2449901/7/
CFSC-12.31.2014-10K%20PDF%20ALL.pdf.
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In this report, Kadet uses hypothetical but real-
istic examples to show how the IRS could combat
profit shifting by directly taxing the effectively
connected income of controlled foreign corpora-
tions. He also urges Treasury to update the ECI
regulations as soon as possible to reflect current
technology and modern business models and prac-
tices.
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application of the substance-over-form or assign-
ment of income doctrines.

Interestingly, a memorandum dated May 21,
2013, issued by Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., and
then-Sen. Carl Levin in connection with a 2013 PSI
hearing on Apple Inc.5 commented briefly about a
related area. It observed:

Despite the availability of this tool to ‘‘sham’’ a
corporation and pierce the corporate veil for
tax purposes, the IRS and the courts have been
hesitant to take action against shell foreign
corporations or attribute the activities or in-
come of a CFC to its U.S. parent. [Footnote
omitted.]
Although I have not made any recent, detailed

review of case law on the substance-over-form,
assignment of income, sham corporation, or other
relevant judicial doctrines, I believe it fair to say
that each of those bases for an IRS attack is fact-
sensitive, with court decisions potentially going in
any direction. Thus, while a particular situation
may appear suspect on the surface, it is another
thing for a court to agree that legal form should be
ignored or recharacterized under any of these doc-
trines.

I. A Better Way
What the IRS needs is a better way to attack

MNC profit shifting — an approach that relies more
on concrete statutory application and less on rela-
tively fuzzy judicial doctrines. Surprisingly, such an
approach is sometimes available, and it fully ac-
cepts the MNC’s chosen legal form of routing sales
and earning income through its CFCs. However, it
has received little attention in the literature — and
presumably also little attention during IRS audits of
profit-shifting MNCs. Even more surprisingly, this
approach comes with real teeth. It gives the IRS a
unique bargaining position that may make some
MNCs consider voluntarily accepting current taxa-
tion of a CFC’s earnings under substance-over-form
or assignment of income arguments.

With much of the focus of MNC tax structuring
being on avoiding indirect current taxation im-
posed through subpart F and transfer pricing ad-
justments, MNCs and the IRS have seemingly paid
little attention to possible direct taxation. By direct
taxation, I mean the imposition of U.S. corporate tax
on the effectively connected income of applicable
CFCs under sections 882, 11, and 884. This is in
contrast to indirect taxation on a CFC’s U.S. share-

holders under subpart F or on U.S. group members
through transfer pricing adjustments.

The principal sources that inspired this report
(see note 7) and provided much of the background
for its examples involved U.S.-based MNCs and
their CFCs. It thus focuses on potential direct U.S.
taxation of CFC subsidiaries. However, the prin-
ciples articulated and examples provided apply
fully to foreign subsidiaries of non-U.S.-based
MNCs that have cross-border businesses with man-
agement and some central operations conducted
within the United States. Those non-U.S.-based
MNCs will likely include: (1) former U.S.-based
MNCs that have executed inversion transactions to
transform themselves into non-U.S.-based MNCs;
(2) former U.S.-based MNCs acquired by private
equity and other investment funds through non-
U.S. acquisition vehicles; and (3) former U.S.-based
MNCs that had been acquired at some point by
non-U.S. acquirers that left U.S. management and
operations basically intact.6

II. Approach Applied in This Report
Over the past five years, Congress has conducted

several hearings and investigations of profit shift-
ing by U.S.-based MNCs.7 That information has
been supplemented by various non-U.S. govern-
mental reports and decisions8 and the work of
investigative journalists.9 That supplemental infor-
mation and the various documents released in

5All PSI documents concerning the 2013 hearings on Apple
Inc. are available at http://www.hsgac.senate.gov/subcommit
tees/investigations/hearings/offshore-profit-shifting-and-the-u
s-tax-code_-part-2.

6See Bloomberg Business, ‘‘Tracking Tax Runaways,’’ available
at http://www.bloomberg.com/infographics/2014-09-18/tax-
runaways-tracking-inversions.html; and Zachary Mider, ‘‘Tax
Dodge Used by Bain Escapes Scrutiny on Inversions,’’
Bloomberg Business (Aug. 25, 2014).

7These congressional hearings include:
a. House Committee on Ways and Means, ‘‘Possible
Income Shifting and Transfer Pricing’’ (July 22, 2010). See
Joint Committee on Taxation, ‘‘Present Law and Back-
ground Related to Possible Income Shifting and Transfer
Pricing,’’ JCX-37-10 (July 20, 2010) (includes disguised
examples of profit-shifting structures used by U.S.-based
MNCs);
b. PSI, ‘‘Offshore Profit Shifting and the U.S. Tax Code —
Part 1’’ (Sept. 20, 2012) (Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard);
c. PSI, ‘‘Offshore Profit Shifting and the U.S. Tax Code —
Part 2’’ (May 21, 2013) (Apple Inc.); and
d. PSI, ‘‘Caterpillar’s Offshore Tax Strategy’’ (Apr. 1,
2014).
8See, e.g., European Commission, ‘‘Luxembourg: Alleged Aid

to Amazon by Way of a Tax Ruling’’ (July 10, 2014).
9See, e.g., Leslie Wayne et al., ‘‘Leaked Documents Expose

Global Companies’ Secret Tax Deals in Luxembourg,’’ Interna-
tional Consortium of Investigative Journalists (Nov. 5, 2014),
available at http://www.icij.org/project/luxembourg-leaks/le
aked-documents-expose-global-companies-secret-tax-deals-luxe
mbourg; and Tom Bergin, ‘‘Special Report: Amazon’s Billion-
Dollar Tax Shield’’ (Dec. 6, 2012), available at http://www.reut
ers.com/article/2012/12/06/us-tax-amazon-idUSBRE8B50AR2
0121206.
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connection with the congressional hearings (the
hearing documents) inspired the hypothetical ex-
amples in this report, which realistically reflect how
MNCs have conducted their affairs.

This report is not intended to describe and re-
view the detailed rules for determining effectively
connected income (ECI). Rather, it uses examples to
illustrate how the various ECI threshold tests might
be applied to business activities conducted by CFCs
through their own actions and those of related
group members.

The examples are general in nature and do not
represent any specific U.S.-based MNC named in
the congressional hearings. Because the hearing
documents do not include all relevant facts, it
would be impossible to conclude whether any of
the named MNCs had ECI.

The various regulations that implement the taxa-
tion of ECI have not been significantly updated for
many years. Because they reflect only business
models and practices of many years ago and not
those of today, applying them to a modern MNC
and its CFCs can be challenging. As emphasized
throughout this report, Treasury should prioritize
the update of those regulations.

III. Taxation of ECI
When the IRS finds that a CFC has earned ECI,

the CFC will be directly taxable at the up-to-35-
percent corporate tax rate under sections 882 and
11. The 30 percent branch profits tax under section
884 will also apply (at a lower rate if there is a
treaty). Add to that an increase in tax resulting from
the loss of deductions and credits under section
882(c)(2) if a CFC has never filed U.S. tax returns on
Form 1120-F. (The PSI’s hearing documents men-
tioned several CFCs that had not filed U.S. tax
returns since their establishment several decades
earlier. It seems likely that this will be true for the
CFCs of many U.S.-based MNCs.)

This ECI taxation means that when the full 30
percent branch profits tax applies, the effective tax
rate can rise to 54.5 percent.10 The section 882(c)(2)
loss of deductions and credits increases the rate
even further. Compare that with the maximum 35
percent corporate tax rate imposed when income is
taxed within a U.S. corporation and sections 884
and 882(c)(2) are therefore inapplicable.

The hearing documents make clear that CFCs
established in tax havens such as Bermuda have
been used in some cases. In others, a CFC was
established in a country with which the U.S. main-

tains a tax treaty (a treaty country) but the CFC was
not a tax resident there under either foreign law or
the treaty. In all those cases, there is no tax treaty
coverage for the CFCs, meaning that the 54.5
percent-or-higher effective tax rate could apply to
their ECI.

When the CFC is a tax resident of a treaty country
and it qualifies for treaty coverage, the treaty may
reduce the 30 percent branch profits tax. For ex-
ample, the hearing documents indicate that some
CFCs were established in Switzerland. Assuming
those CFCs qualify for treaty benefits, the branch
profits tax could be reduced to 5 percent and the
54.5 percent effective tax rate would fall to 38.25
percent.11 Again, that effective rate would rise by
operation of section 882(c)(2) (loss of credits and
deductions) for any year for which the CFC had
never filed a Form 1120-F.

Through section 906, a foreign corporation may
claim a foreign tax credit for any foreign taxes paid
or accrued for ECI. However, it seems likely that the
section 904 FTC limitation would often prevent a
full credit because the ECI being taxed will be
defined as U.S.-source income under sections 861
and 865. Therefore, unrelieved double taxation
could result in some circumstances. But instances of
significant double taxation should be rare because
most profit-shifting structures will have been
planned to avoid not only current U.S. taxation but
also taxation in foreign countries where operations
occur or sales are made.

IV. IRS Holds Unique Bargaining Position
If IRS examiners find what they believe to be

significant ECI during their examination of a U.S.
MNC, the high potential effective tax rate puts the
Service in a unique bargaining position. An MNC
might understandably choose not to litigate
whether its CFCs have ECI and instead willingly
seek a compromise under which it would volun-
tarily accept current taxation at a maximum 35
percent corporate tax rate of the CFCs’ earnings
within an appropriate U.S. group member. Such a
compromise, which might be made under the
substance-over-form or assignment of income doc-
trines, allows the MNC to avoid the branch profits
tax and the application of section 882(c)(2).

Because many tax avoidance planning efforts are
specifically structured around subpart F, it seems
unlikely that many compromises could involve
subpart F income inclusions. However, when a
subpart F inclusion is possible (such as through

10(35 percent corporate tax on 100x of income) + (19.5 percent
branch profits tax on earnings after tax of 65x (100x - 35x) at 30
percent).

11(35 percent corporate tax on 100x of income) + (3.25 percent
branch profits tax on earnings after tax of 65x (100x - 35x) at 5
percent).
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application of the branch rule to create foreign base
company sales income), this mechanism allows an
MNC to avoid the branch profits tax and the loss of
deductions and credits under section 882(c)(2). Ef-
fective compromises could also be made through
agreed transfer pricing adjustments that lower a
CFC’s income by moving all or a portion of that
income into an applicable U.S. group member.

The IRS’s bargaining position would be even
stronger if the CFC has never filed a Form 1120-F.
That is because the statute of limitations on assess-
ment will have remained open under section
6501(c)(3), even if the early years of a CFC’s U.S.
shareholder have already been examined and are
closed to further changes. The hearing documents
mention several decades-old CFCs that had never
filed U.S. tax returns.

V. Facts Suggesting ECI
There is a common feature in the examples

below: Crucial value-drivers that allow the CFCs to
generate significant income appear to be predomi-
nately performed by U.S. group members rather
than the CFCs themselves. Those value-drivers in-
clude:

• the bulk of research and development that
create new technologies and products;

• management and detailed control of the prod-
uct purchase and production processes; and

• management of and direct participation in the
product sales process.

MNCs use contractual mechanisms such as cost-
sharing agreements, license agreements, and service
agreements to move the apparent commercial risk
of those activities to the CFCs. Although these often
appear to be normal commercial agreements, the
control and decision-making that remain within the
U.S. group members far exceed what would be
found in typical unrelated-party situations. This is
particularly true for service agreements under
which the U.S. group member performing the ser-
vices makes business decisions and conducts man-
agement activities that effectively represent conduct
of the CFC’s business.

In many cases, offshore personnel within the
CFCs are incapable of managing the CFC’s busi-
nesses, or they lack the experience, knowledge, and
authority necessary to direct the U.S. group mem-
ber service providers. Further, there may be no
offshore CFC management personnel or directors
capable of even negotiating or understanding the
terms of the various intercompany agreements.
Instead, U.S. group management simply directs the
contractual terms of those vitally important agree-
ments.

The hearing documents provide convenient ex-
amples that admittedly do not represent a random

cross-section of U.S.-based MNCs. They nonethe-
less show for many MNCs that:

• critical value-drivers are performed predomi-
nantly by U.S. group members;

• extensive U.S.-located control and decision-
making go far beyond what would be found in
typical unrelated-party situations; and

• there is a lack of capable offshore CFC man-
agement personnel.

This understandably reflects the belief that many
MNCs have implemented tax-motivated structur-
ing with a minimum of operational change, as is
evident from some of the hearing documents.

VI. Calculation of ECI
The following seven examples demonstrate how

the various threshold tests for ECI might be met.
The first section focuses on the existence of a trade
or business in the United States. Later sections
consider income from production, income from
sales, and income from services.

A. Existence of Trade or Business in the U.S.
In brief, for there to be any ECI, the foreign

corporation earning the income must conduct a
trade or business in the United States. A trade or
business within the United States will generally be
found when business functions are being carried
out on a regular and recurring basis in the United
States, either through the foreign corporation’s own
personnel or through the personnel of an agent
acting for the foreign corporation. When there is no
specific agency agreement granting those powers,
an agency relationship will be inferred from the
actions of the parties.

The hearing documents sometimes describe sig-
nificant U.S.-based functions being carried on for
group CFCs. The 2010 Joint Committee on Taxation
report12 provides an excellent example. The JCT
staff reviewed public and private documents for six
selected U.S.-based MNCs, which the report desig-
nates as Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, and
Foxtrot to preserve anonymity. The section on
Bravo states:

Bravo Netherlands relies upon the employees
of Bravo U.S. to perform other services on its
behalf including: (1) marketing support and
other marketing services; (2) general sales sup-
port services; (3) factory, procurement, quality
control, and similar services relating to the
manufacture of goods; (4) training, support
and professional services; and (5) treasury, tax
and such other general and administrative
services as may be mutually agreed. For these

12JCT, supra note 7.
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services, Bravo Netherlands generally com-
pensates Bravo U.S. at cost plus five percent.
For the study period, average compensation
paid by Bravo Netherlands to Bravo U.S. for
the performance of supportive services was $6
billion.13

Example 1 of this report describes such a situa-
tion in which significant U.S.-based functions are
carried on for a group CFC.

Example 1: The ABC Group manages and
conducts its principal business of designing,
manufacturing, and selling specific ABC-
branded consumer and industrial products
from its headquarters in the United States.
Although the group performs some of the
manufacturing in its own production facilities,
third-party contract manufacturers both
within and outside the United States produce
the bulk of the group’s products. In addition to
research and development and product de-
sign, which occur within the United States,
headquarters personnel manage all relation-
ships with the contract manufacturers, negoti-
ate all agreements with them, work directly
with them on all engineering and production
details, decide all raw material and component
vendors, negotiate pricing, conduct quality
control functions, decide which contract
manufacturers will produce which products,
and determine the quantities and timing of
production to meet the group’s worldwide
needs.

The group’s U.S. parent company (P) owns all
group intellectual property concerning the
manufacture of its products. To allow its
Bermuda-incorporated CFC (X) to indepen-
dently conduct the group’s business for sales
outside the Americas, P and X have entered
into a license agreement covering all IP neces-
sary to either manufacture the group’s prod-
ucts or have them manufactured.

X has distributor subsidiaries in several coun-
tries, often established with limited risk. Elec-
tions have been made under the check-the-box
rules (reg. section 301.7701-3) to treat them as
disregarded entities (DREs), so they are con-
sidered branches of X for U.S. tax purposes.

Based on the P-X license agreement, X and its
DREs (to which X has sublicensed the IP) enter
into agreements with the various unrelated
contract manufacturers and thereby directly
acquire finished products that are then sold to

their unrelated distributors and major custom-
ers outside the Americas. (P is not a party to
these contract manufacturer agreements ex-
ecuted by X and the DRE subsidiaries, but P
does enter into its own agreements under
which it acquires finished products for sales
into the Americas.)
Although the DREs have local personnel that
support sales within their various countries
and regions, neither X (which has no employ-
ees) nor the DREs have directors or other
personnel outside the United States who are
involved in the sourcing of products for sale or
who are capable of directing that sourcing.
Accordingly, X and the DREs have executed a
service agreement with P under which P per-
forms various services in exchange for a cost
plus 5 percent service fee. Those services in-
clude procurement, quality control, and simi-
lar services for the manufacture of goods by
contract manufacturers.
In Example 1, X and its DRE subsidiaries are each

conducting their own respective businesses in legal
form. Because the discussion in this report focuses
on U.S. taxation, and the DREs are treated as
branches of X (rather than as separate legal entities)
under the check-the-box rules, the discussion will
refer only to X, except when otherwise stated.

Through the license agreement, X holds the IP
necessary to either manufacture its own ABC-
branded products or arrange for contract manufac-
turers to do so on its behalf. X receives finished
products from those contract manufacturers and
sells them to the unrelated distributors and major
customers outside the United States. On the surface,
these product acquisition and sales transactions
involve no other group members. They also occur in
this legal form regardless of whether the contract
manufacturer ships the products to an X warehouse
or directly to the unrelated distributor or customer.

Through the mechanism of the service agree-
ment, X economically bears the costs of all activities
that initiate and carry out production under the
contract manufacturing agreements. However, be-
cause X has no personnel outside the United States
capable of either performing these activities or
directing others (such as P in its capacity as a
service provider) to perform them, all management
and decisions concerning this aspect of X’s business
are carried out by P from its U.S. headquarters.

The described U.S.-based activities and functions
conducted by P under the service agreement in-
clude operating business responsibilities, activities,
and decisions made on behalf of X that far exceed
what a typical service provider would perform.
They are also far beyond mere shareholder over-
sight of a foreign subsidiary’s conduct of its own13Id. at 70.
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business. They equate to P holding agency powers
with which it makes decisions and takes actions
that directly obligate and benefit X.

This situation strongly suggests that P’s ongoing
actions constitute the conduct by P of X’s business
in the United States, thereby meeting for X the
threshold test of maintaining a trade or business in
the United States.

Example 1 assumes that X is a Bermuda-
incorporated CFC. Say that X is a Swiss legal entity
that is resident in Switzerland for purposes of the
Switzerland-U.S. tax treaty and qualifies for all
benefits of the treaty under the limitation on ben-
efits provision. Regardless of whether there is a
permanent establishment under the tax treaty, reg.
section 1.6012-2(g)(1) makes clear that any foreign
corporation that conducts a trade or business in the
United States as defined under domestic U.S. law
must annually file a Form 1120-F. Whether there is
any actual taxable income does not affect the re-
sponsibility to timely file Form 1120-F. Further, if a
foreign corporation believes it has no PE under the
treaty even though it has a trade or business in the
United States under U.S. domestic law, Form 8833
must be filed to disclose the treaty-based return
position required under section 6114.

Example 1 focused on how production activities
conducted by P for X in relation to contract manu-
facturing could cause X to be conducting a trade or
business in the United States. Later examples, dis-
cussed below in connection with the other thresh-
old tests, indicate similar results when U.S. group
members are involved in a CFC’s product purchas-
ing, sales, asset management, and other activities.

Many profit-shifting structures use DRE subsid-
iaries owned by CFCs. As demonstrated in the
hearing documents, some DREs have U.S.-based
personnel appointed as directors. Wearing two hats
(their position as a U.S. group member and their
DRE directorship), these personnel perform their
various functions and further both the business of
the U.S. group member and the business of the DRE
subsidiary. Because of the DRE status of these
subsidiaries, their U.S.-based directors equate to
CFC divisional or branch managers. As such, under
the check-the-box fiction, the CFC has its own
personnel within the United States directly further-
ing the conduct of the DRE subsidiaries’ businesses.
That characterization has obvious implications for
the threshold question of whether the CFC has a
trade or business in the United States. It also affects
the sourcing of production and sales income (areas
discussed below). Assigning DRE subsidiary direc-
torships to U.S.-based personnel is likely more than
just an anomaly among U.S.-based MNCs and may
be a relatively widespread practice.

Intercompany service agreements will typically
include boilerplate language stating that the service
provider is an independent contractor, that neither
party can create any obligations for the other party,
and that there is no partnership, joint venture, or
agency relationship. As noted, when there is no
specific agency agreement granting powers, an
agency relationship should be inferred from the
actions of the parties. Therefore, this type of self-
serving language in a service agreement should
have no effect when the actions of the parties, as in
Example 1, demonstrate that one group member is
in fact conducting the business of another group
member.

This section of the report has not mentioned
participation by a CFC in a cost-sharing agreement
with one or more U.S. group members. This is
because reg. section 1.482-7(j)(2)(ii) provides that a
foreign corporate participant in a cost-sharing
agreement will not be treated as engaged in a trade
or business within the United States solely by reason
of its participation in that agreement. As a result,
any examination of whether a CFC is conducting a
trade or business in the United States must focus on
other factors. However, once it is determined from
those other factors that there is a trade or business,
the cost-sharing agreement characterization rule of
reg. section 1.482-7(j)(3) may be relevant in applying
source of income rules to determine ECI.

B. Sourcing of Production Income
When a CFC that has been conducting a trade or

business in the United States is producing products
here that are sold outside the country, section 863
requires an allocation or apportionment of that
income to determine how much of it will be U.S.-
source and how much will be foreign-source. Any
U.S.-source income would be ECI.

Rarely, if ever, will a CFC directly conduct pro-
duction activities within the United States in its
own name. However, as reflected in the hearing
documents, sometimes U.S. group member employ-
ees conduct for their CFCs critically important
functions that may be sufficient to constitute manu-
facturing within the meaning of the manufacturing
exception of reg. section 1.954-3(a)(4). The regula-
tions mention the following functions:

• ‘‘oversight and direction of the activities or
process pursuant to which the property is
manufactured, produced, or constructed’’;

• ‘‘material selection, vendor selection, or control
of the raw materials, work-in-process or fin-
ished goods’’;

• ‘‘management of manufacturing costs or ca-
pacities (for example, managing the risk of
loss, cost reduction or efficiency initiatives
associated with the manufacturing process,
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demand planning, production scheduling, or
hedging raw material costs)’’;

• ‘‘control of manufacturing related logistics’’;
• ‘‘quality control (for example, sample testing

or establishment of quality control standards)’’;
and

• ‘‘developing, or directing the use or develop-
ment of, product design and design specifica-
tions, as well as trade secrets, technology, or
other intellectual property for the purpose of
manufacturing, producing, or constructing the
personal property.’’

As demonstrated below, although the section 863
regulations need modernization, they still allow an
IRS agent to conclude in some situations that a CFC
is producing products within the United States and
thus generating U.S.-source income.

Example 2: Assume the same facts as Example
1 except that P and X have entered into a
cost-sharing agreement rather than a license
agreement. Under this cost-sharing agreement,
X is considered to economically own the rights
to exploit the IP outside the Americas. Because
X has no capacity to conduct R&D activities,
all IP development under the agreement takes
place within the group’s U.S. headquarters.
Assume further that the actions of P and X
indicate that P has been conducting within the
United States the business of X. As a result, X
conducts a trade or business within the United
States, thereby meeting the threshold test de-
scribed above. This determination was made
without regard to the cost-sharing agreement.
The extensive production-related activities de-

scribed in Example 1 may well be more than
sufficient to allow an IRS agent to conclude that X is
making products in the United States. The cost-
sharing agreement in Example 2 brings an added
dimension to this.

When a CFC such as X has paid for developed
intangibles through a cost-sharing agreement, the
characterization rule of reg. section 1.482-7(j)(3)
applies. Under that rule, cost-sharing transaction
payments made by a participant (X) to another
participant (P) in relation to that other participant’s
activities in the United States will be considered the
first participant’s costs of developing intangibles in
the United States. In Example 2, this means that
beyond the extensive production-related activities
described in Example 1, X is also considered to
directly conduct the IP development within the
United States. This adds weight to any conclusion
that an IRS examining agent might make that X is
making products within the United States.

Example 3: The DEF Group manages and
conducts its principal business of developing

and selling software products from its U.S.
headquarters. It is assumed that all sales of
software products are treated under reg. sec-
tion 1.861-18(f)(2) as sales or exchanges and
not as leases generating rental income.

All software products are developed in the
United States with U.S. personnel in charge of
all projects. When personnel outside the
United States (whether group member em-
ployees or independent contractors) provide
coding and other support, they act under the
direction and supervision of U.S. personnel.

The group’s U.S. parent company (P) owns all
group IP for its products. To allow its CFC (Y)
to independently conduct the group’s business
for all retail software sales worldwide, P and Y
have entered into a cost-sharing agreement
granting Y the right to exploit worldwide all
developed intangibles concerning retail soft-
ware sales. Based on those rights, Y makes
digital and physical copies of the software
products and sells them to DEF Group distri-
bution subsidiaries, as well as to unrelated
distributors within and outside the United
States, for sale to consumers. Under this cost-
sharing agreement, Y makes significant pay-
ments that reflect its share of intangible
development costs based on the reasonably
anticipated benefits of all participants.

Y produces the digital and physical copies
through its facilities and its employees located
in its country of incorporation — a country
with which the United States maintains no tax
treaty. Under a ruling with local tax authori-
ties, Y pays only a small percentage of local tax
on its profits.

Although Y has local officers and management
personnel who run the day-to-day business of
producing digital and physical copies of soft-
ware, these personnel are not software engi-
neers and are incapable of contributing in any
manner to the activities conducted by P under
the cost-sharing agreement. Further, because
the personnel have no business or technical
background that would have allowed them to
knowledgeably negotiate the cost-sharing
agreement with P, they merely followed in-
structions from P when the agreement was
executed. The same is true for the various
distribution agreements that Y has concluded
with related and unrelated distributors. Fur-
ther, Y makes all its software sales on terms
and pricing as instructed by P. Y has no sales
personnel of its own capable of contributing to
those decisions.
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In relative terms, the amounts paid by Y to P
under the cost-sharing agreement greatly ex-
ceed the costs of operating and maintaining its
local production facilities and paying its local
employees.
Assume that the IRS examining agent for the
DEF Group has determined that Y is engaged
in a trade or business in the United States as a
result of the day-to-day management of Y’s
business conducted by group personnel in the
United States. These personnel have continu-
ously negotiated, managed, and overseen for
Y all major agreements that led to Y’s high
profitability. These include the cost-sharing
agreement under which Y acquired its eco-
nomic rights to IP, and the distribution agree-
ments under which Y makes sales to its related
and unrelated party distributors. These per-
sonnel have also directed all sales terms and
product pricing.
An initial question is whether Y’s local activities

to produce digital and physical copies constitute
production under the section 863 and reg. section
1.863-3 sourcing rules. Whether Y is producing prop-
erty and selling it, as opposed to only purchasing
and selling it, will significantly affect how income
source will be determined and ultimately what ECI
there might be. When Y is determined to be both
producing and selling, its income must be divided
between income attributable to production activity
and income attributable to sales activity, with dif-
fering source rules applied to each.

To determine whether Y’s local activities consti-
tute production activities, IRS examining agents
would have to analyze several issues. First, they
would assess the significance of the local activities
of producing the digital and physical copies in light
of the last sentence of reg. section 1.863-3(c)(2),
which provides that property will be treated as
wholly produced in the United States if it is subject
to no more than packaging, repackaging, labeling,
or other minor assembly operations outside the
United States. The costs of local operations, both in
absolute terms and in light of the much higher
amounts paid to P under the cost-sharing agree-
ment, would also be considered.14

The amounts paid to P under the cost-sharing
agreement, which are high in both absolute and
relative terms, lead to a second question: whether
Y’s participation in the cost-sharing agreement with
P causes Y to be engaged in production activities
within the United States.

As discussed above, when a CFC is engaged in a
trade or business in the United States from activities
other than its participation in a cost-sharing agree-
ment, the characterization rule of reg. section 1.482-
7(j)(3) may apply.

Applying this characterization rule to Example 3
and Y, the cost-sharing transaction payments that Y
is making to P are considered Y’s costs of develop-
ing intangibles within the United States. In the case
of Y, the intangibles (software products) being developed
in the United States are in fact the products that Y is
selling to its related and unrelated distributors. This
seems clearly true when only digital products are
sold and effectively true when the digital products
are included on a CD, DVD, thumb drive, or other
physical medium. An IRS examining agent might
reasonably determine that Y is producing in the
United States all the software products it is selling.

To the extent it is determined under the section
863 sourcing rules that Y’s income attributable to
production activity is U.S.-source, that income
would be ECI. Note that reg. section 1.863-
3(c)(1)(iii) provides an antiavoidance rule granting
flexibility for appropriate adjustments to allow the
source of a taxpayer’s income from production
activity to more clearly reflect the source of that
income.15

Given the significance of income from produc-
tion activities, it is clear that Treasury should pri-
oritize issuing modernized section 863 regulations.

If it is determined that a CFC is making products
within the United States that are sold outside the
United States, the subpart F manufacturing branch
rule described in reg. section 1.954-3(b)(1)(ii) may
apply to cause foreign base company sales income
(FBCSI) treatment for the related foreign-source
sales income. Assume a CFC produces and sells a
product, earning from its efforts 100x, of which 50x
is attributable to production in the United States
and 50x is attributable to foreign-sourced sales
income. The 50x of income attributable to produc-
tion in the United States would be taxable to the
CFC as ECI. The 50x of income attributable to the
sale outside the United States (assuming it is not
also ECI as described below) may qualify as FBCSI
as a result of the subpart F branch rule. If it so
qualifies, the 50x of income attributable to foreign
sales would be currently included in the income of
the CFC’s U.S. shareholders under section
951(a)(1)(A)(i).

14‘‘One trait is that the value of digital goods and services is
typically due to intellectual property.’’ OECD, ‘‘BEPS Action 3:
Strengthen CFC Rules,’’ at para. 107 (May 5, 2015).

15Aspects of Y’s income attributable to selling activities will
be discussed later in this report in connection with other
examples.
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C. Sourcing of Sales Income
There are several threshold questions to deter-

mine whether sales income will be sourced within
the United States and thereby qualify as ECI:

1. Does the foreign corporation maintain an
office or other fixed place of business in the
United States (U.S. office)?16

2. Does the foreign corporation have income
from any sale of personal property (including
inventory property) attributable to that U.S.
office?17

3. For any such income attributable to that U.S.
office, does any arise from:

a. inventory property sold for use, dispo-
sition, or consumption inside the United
States, or
b. inventory property sold for use, dispo-
sition, or consumption outside the
United States when no office or other
fixed place of business of the taxpayer in
a foreign country (foreign office) materi-
ally participated in the sale?18

When the answer to all these questions is yes for
any foreign corporation engaged in a U.S. trade or
business, there will be U.S.-source income taxable
as ECI.

Example 4: Assume the same facts as Example
1. Further assume that X has been found to be
conducting a trade or business within the
United States.
An analysis of X’s sales revenue shows that a
significant percentage of its sales of ABC-
branded consumer and industrial products
have been made to a limited number of key
buyers. They include major regional distribu-
tors of consumer products and certain large
industrial customers. U.S.-based employees of
P played a principal role in developing these
key buyers as major customers. Further, P
employees continue to manage and maintain
close buyer relationships as well as negotiate
all distribution agreements and sales terms. At
the instruction of P, X executes in its name all
relevant agreements and sales documentation
to these key buyers.
Example 1 mentioned a cost-plus-5-percent
service agreement under which P performs
various product-related services. Assume that
this service agreement also covers various
sales support services.

With the volume required by these key buyers,
most products are shipped to them in bulk
directly from either an ABC Group factory or
an unrelated contract manufacturer, with lo-
gistics being managed and controlled by the
group’s U.S. headquarters. When convenient
or as required, products are shipped to key
buyers out of inventory held in local ware-
houses maintained by X’s DRE subsidiaries.
Those sales will be subject to the above-
mentioned agreements, pricing, and terms that
were negotiated by U.S.-based P employees.
Local DRE subsidiary personnel perform vari-
ous sales support functions (especially for
sales to the major regional distributors of
consumer products) and troubleshooting func-
tions (especially for large industrial custom-
ers) as needed.

Although X’s DRE subsidiaries each have their
own individual CEOs who conduct the day-
to-day management of local operations, there
is no individual located outside the United
States who performs the CEO role and func-
tion for all of X and who has any authority over
the significant sales, procurement, and manu-
facturing functions occurring within the
United States.

With the DRE status of X’s subsidiaries, any
discussion of tax consequences refers collectively to
X and its DRE subsidiaries.

Regarding question 1, it would not be surprising
if an IRS examiner concluded that X maintains a
U.S. office given the activities regularly conducted
by U.S.-based personnel and the lack of any CEO
for X outside the United States.

In discussing specific supervising management
activities taking place in the United States, reg.
section 1.864-7(c) conditions a finding of no U.S.
office by saying:

provided that the foreign corporation has a
chief executive officer, whether or not he is
also an officer of the domestic parent corpora-
tion, who conducts the day-to-day trade or
business of the foreign corporation from a
foreign office.

Examples in reg. section 1.864-7(g) are consistent
with this in that they all assume the existence of a
CEO stationed outside the United States.

Question 2 is whether the foreign corporation has
income from any sale of personal property (includ-
ing inventory property) attributable to the U.S.
office. Reg. section 1.864-6(b)(2)(iii) provides gener-
ally that if the foreign corporation’s U.S. office
actively participates in solicitation, negotiation, or
performance of other significant services necessary

16See section 865(e)(2) and (3) and section 864(c)(5)(A).
17See section 865(e)(2) and (3) and section 864(c)(5)(B).
18See sections 865(e)(2)(B) and 864(c)(3).
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for the consummation of a sale, the income from
that sale will be attributable to the U.S. office.

Recall that in Example 4, U.S.-based employees
of P play a principal role in developing key buyers
as customers and in managing and maintaining
close customer relationships. Those U.S.-based em-
ployees also negotiate all distribution agreements
and sales terms. With those facts, it appears clear
that the answer is yes to the second threshold
question.

The answer to question 3 depends on whether
the inventory property is sold for use, disposition,
or consumption inside or outside the United States.
Example 4 involves sales outside the Americas. As
such, the answer will be yes only if no foreign office
materially participates in the sale.

Reg. section 1.864-6(b)(3)(i) provides that a tax-
payer’s foreign office will be considered to have
materially participated in a sale made through the
U.S. office if the foreign office ‘‘actively participates
in soliciting the order resulting in the sale, negoti-
ating the contract of sale, or performing other
significant services necessary for the consummation
of the sale which are not the subject of a separate
agreement between the seller and buyer.’’ A foreign
office will not be considered to have materially
participated in a sale merely because (1) the sale is
made subject to the final approval of the foreign
office, (2) the property sold is held in and distrib-
uted from the foreign office, (3) samples of the
property sold are displayed (but not otherwise
promoted or sold) in the foreign office, (4) the
foreign office is used for purposes of having title to
the property pass outside the United States, or (5)
the foreign office performs only clerical functions
incident to the sale.

Assume that in Example 4 all offices, ware-
houses, and other facilities maintained by X’s DRE
subsidiaries qualify as foreign offices. The above
regulatory guidance most importantly looks at how
those foreign offices did or did not contribute to the
making of each sale. Did the office participate in
soliciting the order, negotiating the contract, or
performing other significant services necessary for
the consummation of the sale? Under the facts of
Example 4, no foreign office of X contributed to
making the sales to key buyers.

In Example 4 products are sometimes shipped to
key buyers out of inventory held in local ware-
houses maintained by X’s DRE subsidiaries. The
offices and other fixed places of business of those
subsidiaries also perform various sales support and
troubleshooting functions. It appears that those
various activities will not be considered material
participation under reg. section 1.864-6(b)(3)(i).

With this finding that X has not materially par-
ticipated in the sales to key buyers, the answer to

question 3 is yes. And because all three threshold
questions have been answered affirmatively, X will
have U.S.-source sales income that will constitute
ECI and be directly taxable in the United States.

Example 5: Assume the same facts as in Ex-
ample 3, noting in particular that Y is making
sales into the United States of digital and
physical software products. Also assume that
the first two threshold tests for sales income
have been answered yes for all sales being
made into the United States.19

Very simply, the answer to question 3 is yes
whenever the income arises from sales of inventory
property that is sold for use, disposition, or con-
sumption in the United States. This means that all
sales income will be U.S.-source and will be directly
taxable in the United States as ECI.

Example 6: The GHI Group maintains as one
of its business lines an online store through
which both physical products and software are
sold worldwide. Similar to Example 3, it is
assumed that all sales of software products are
treated under reg. section 1.861-18(f)(2) as
sales or exchanges and not as leases generating
rental income.
The extensive work to create the online store,
including its design, software architecture, and
coding, was performed by group personnel in
the United States. However, group personnel
in various foreign offices contributed by help-
ing translate the online store’s pages and user
instructions into the local language of each
target market.
Ongoing management and further develop-
ment, enhancement, and maintenance of the
online store are performed primarily in the
United States. Decisions concerning what
products to offer and at what prices are made
primarily within the United States, with some
input from foreign offices whose local man-
agements exercise some authority regarding
products that are relevant only in specific local
markets. Product purchasing is generally man-
aged from the United States (for example, final
purchase and purchase quantity decisions)
and includes some centralized negotiation
with vendors to achieve low groupwide ven-
dor pricing. Group personnel in foreign offices
actively support the U.S.-based central pur-
chasing function by identifying new products

19This example does not focus on sales made for use,
disposition, or consumption outside the United States. Whether
those sales would be U.S.-source income and ECI would require
an analysis similar to that undertaken for Example 4.
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and sources for them and liaising with locally
based vendors. Some foreign offices either
provide servers on which the online store is
hosted for the local country or region or ar-
range for a third-party service provider to do
so.
The GHI Group U.S. parent (P) and its CFC
(Z), which was established in a low-tax coun-
try with no office or employees of its own,
have entered into a cost-sharing agreement
that includes the online store as a developed
intangible. Under the terms of this agreement,
Z is considered to economically own the rights
to exploit the online store outside the United
States. Z licenses its rights for specified Euro-
pean countries to a DRE subsidiary (W), which
is also established in a low-tax country. W has
its own management personnel within the
low-tax country and maintains inventory in
various facilities of other group members
within its European region. When customers
in the region purchase physical products and
digital software through the online store, W is
the group member that legally makes the sales.
The various group members that hold inven-
tory for W arrange for delivery of physical
products in response to customer orders. Cus-
tomers normally download digital products
from the server that services their country or
region.
In examples 6 and 7, Z and W are conducting

their own respective businesses in legal form. Be-
cause the DRE subsidiary is treated as a branch of Z
under the check-the-box rules and not as a separate
legal entity, the discussion will refer only to Z,
except when otherwise stated.

In reviewing Z for possible ECI, IRS examining
agents must carefully examine the actual functions
performed by personnel within and outside the
United States that benefit Z’s business. They may
find significant product lines for which U.S.-located
personnel manage and control both worldwide
purchasing and worldwide sales prices and terms.
The IRS may thus determine that Z conducts a trade
or business in the United States and has met the
first two sales threshold tests. Regarding the third
sales threshold test, the nature of an online store
likely means that some portion of sales will be fully
mechanized, with Internet-based orders and pay-
ments followed by shipments from a group ware-
house or other facility directly to the customer. In
those sales, there would normally be no local ma-
terial participation as defined in reg. section 1.864-
6(b)(3)(i). For digitally delivered software, there will
generally be no local human involvement.

One additional point the IRS examining agents
should review is whether Z truly has a CEO located

outside the United States. The facts provide that Z
has neither an office nor any employees of its own.
With W being a DRE subsidiary that is treated as a
branch operation of Z, its management theoretically
could manage all of Z. However, the management
of W will probably have authority only over its
European region and lack any authority or compe-
tency over Z’s corporate matters (including its
cost-sharing agreement with P) or Z’s business and
operations conducted through other DRE subsidiar-
ies in other parts of the world. If W’s management
has no Z-wide broad authority and competency,
any W management personnel, no matter how
significant their authority and competency might be
over their European region, cannot be considered
the management of Z.

D. Future IRS/Treasury Attention to Sales Income

The examples in Section C above involve sales
income. Given the hearing documents and other
sources, there is strong reason to believe that those
situations are not mere anomalies among the many
U.S.-based MNCs that maintain profit-shifting
structures. It thus seems likely that IRS examiners
with full access to review all details of any appro-
priate U.S.-based MNC may well be able to develop
a compelling case that some of its CFCs have ECI
directly taxable in the United States.

As noted, because the ECI regulations need up-
dating, their application to modern business profit-
shifting models can be challenging. Given the
extent of described activities being conducted
within the United States and the expectation that
many other U.S.-based MNCs are similarly con-
ducting crucial functions within the United States,
this area is worthy of Treasury and IRS attention,
both from the audit standpoint and from the need
to expeditiously modernize the existing regulations.

E. Sourcing of Services Income

In today’s high-tech world with Internet-based
business models, some U.S.-based MNCs earn sig-
nificant service income through their proprietary
online offerings. For example, some companies earn
advertising revenues for providing targeted ads
directed at their website users, as well as other fees
for statistical information about those users. Some
U.S.-based MNCs charge for specified cloud ser-
vices and also earn commissions from the sale or
rental of third-party-owned applications, music,
television shows, movies, or books through online
stores.20

20This section focuses on services income, for which there are
specific sourcing rules in section 861(a)(3) and reg. section
1.861-4. When a CFC earns rental, royalty, or some other
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Example 7: Assume the same facts as Example
6 except that the GHI Group online store not
only sells physical products and software that
it owns but also conducts some income-
producing services through its online store.
The online store charges customers for cloud
application services and earns commissions
from the sale or rental of third-party-owned
applications, music, etc. For such services re-
lated to the European region, W is the group
member that legally earns the service rev-
enues. It is assumed that these additional
transactions generate only services income
and no other category of gross income.
Assume further that GHI Group has devel-
oped the software platforms and infrastruc-
ture to provide users around the world with
some free services. The same facts as described
in Example 6 regarding U.S. development and
ongoing management for the online store ap-
ply for the above-mentioned cloud applica-
tions and for the software platforms and
infrastructure. Through the same P-Z cost-
sharing agreement and Z-W license, W earns
advertising revenues in connection with its
provision of the free services to customers
located in its European region.
Assume that IRS examining agents have deter-
mined that Z conducts a trade or business in
the United States.
The facts in Example 7 make it necessary to

determine whether the income-producing services
were performed in the United States and thus create
U.S.-source income.21 If the income is U.S.-source, it
will be ECI.22 (Because W, as a DRE subsidiary, is
treated as a branch of Z under the check-the-box
rules, the discussion will refer only to Z.)

To the extent Z has reimbursed P under the
cost-sharing agreement for the costs to develop the
GHI Group online store, cloud applications, and
software platforms and infrastructure, the reg. sec-
tion 1.482-7(j)(3) characterization rule treats Z as
having directly created its share of those developed
intangibles in the United States. The online store,
cloud applications, and software platforms and
infrastructure are further developed, managed,
maintained, and enhanced primarily from within
the United States. Some of the costs of those ongo-
ing activities will likely be covered under the cost-

sharing arrangement, and other costs might be
covered by one or more service agreements under
which P performs services for Z and W.

The nature of the cloud application and sales and
rental services that Z provides to its customers
typically means that all services are supplied me-
chanically through the various Internet-based plat-
forms and infrastructure, often with little if any
actions required by locally based group personnel.
Those facts clearly suggest that Z is earning services
income primarily through activities performed in
the United States. This would result in U.S.-source
services income that would qualify as ECI.

It seems likely that many U.S.-based MNCs that
earn service income from their online businesses
would have similar situations that might generate
ECI.

VII. Modernization of the ECI Regulations

The discussion above has highlighted the need
for Treasury to update and modernize regulations
affecting the calculation of ECI. The rules in reg.
section 1.864-6 (regarding sales of goods or mer-
chandise through a U.S. office) focus closely on the
sales contract and not at all on the many critical
activities, often performed within the United States,
that strongly support not only consummated sales
but critical purchase and production functions. Fur-
ther, the regulations under section 863 have not yet
been harmonized with the subpart F FBCSI contract
manufacturer provisions in reg. section 1.954-
3(a)(4)(iv). And in modernizing the rules on income
attributable to production activity (reg. section
1.863-3(c)(1)), they should be broadened to clearly
cover situations where a U.S. group member or
other party, whether under a service agreement or
otherwise, is conducting production management
and related functions for inventory property that is
directly acquired by the foreign corporation. In
addition, appropriate coordinating rules should be
added to reflect the cost-sharing agreement charac-
terization rules of reg. section 1.482-7(j)(3). Finally,
regulations under section 864(b) could be issued to
clarify when significant activities conducted either
directly by a foreign corporation or on its behalf by
another person (related or not) will constitute the
conduct of a trade or business in the United States.
These areas seem the most pressing; the remaining
regulations relevant to sourcing and ECI need re-
view for appropriate modernization.

Notably, the most recent version of the Treasury
and IRS 2014-2015 Priority Guidance Plan (released
Apr. 28, 2015) includes no regulation projects cov-
ering these areas. Appropriate projects should be
added now.

category of income rather than services income, different sourc-
ing rules apply. Consideration of how to classify transactions
among different categories of income is beyond the scope of this
report.

21See section 861(a)(3) and reg. section 1.861-4.
22See section 864(c)(3) and reg. section 1.864-4(b).
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VIII. Other Issues
When an MNC and its auditors recognize that

their profit-shifting structures may be vulnerable to
IRS examinations focused on ECI, several matters
warrant consideration.

If a CFC has filed no U.S. tax returns (Form
1120-F) for some or all prior years, it will be subject
to both the potential section 882(c)(2) loss of deduc-
tions and credits and the section 6501(c)(3) open
statute of limitation for those years. The MNC
should consider having the CFC file returns for
those years that reflect ECI or, alternatively, reflect
no ECI with the filing being made on a protective
basis so as to avoid the deduction and credit
disallowance and to start the running of the statute
of limitations.

A corollary issue of perceived vulnerability is
whether a U.S.-based MNC’s financial statements
should include any disclosures and/or any reserves
for possible taxation, interest, and penalties.23 Not
only must each affected MNC consider this, but also
each affected MNC’s independent outside auditor
must review this as well. With the more statutory
basis of applying tax on ECI in comparison to the
more fuzzy assignment of income and other judicial
doctrines, it would seem that outside auditors
would have to give this issue more serious atten-
tion. Also, due to restrictions on consulting that
may be conducted by an MNC’s outside auditing
firm under Sarbanes Oxley, it seems likely that
many profit-shifting structures implemented within
the past decade will have involved tax advisers
other than the MNC’s outside auditing firm. Espe-
cially where this is the case, the auditing firm may
have to perform considerable additional audit work
to satisfy itself regarding what disclosures or accru-
als might be necessary.

Note that any Form 1120-F filing by a CFC might
require inclusion of the uncertain tax position state-
ment (Schedule UTP). Even if no Form 1120-F is
filed, this statement must be considered for inclu-
sion in the corporate tax return of the U.S. parent if
any line item within the return (including Form
5471) is affected by the Schedule UTP.

One perhaps obvious point is that any protective
tax return filings and any financial statement dis-
closures or Schedule UTP disclosures may put the
IRS on notice that there might be something worth
examining. To some extent, those filings and disclo-
sures can create a roadmap for the IRS.

A final point is that when an MNC sees vulner-
abilities, it may be appropriate for management to
review its past decisions that specific CFC earnings
are permanently reinvested and require no accrual
of the future U.S. tax that would be due upon
repatriation. The level of vulnerability could be a
new factor that might affect management’s thinking
in this regard.

IX. Conclusion
From the above discussion of hypothetical ex-

amples inspired by the hearing documents and
other sources, IRS examiners may find significant
ECI within the CFCs of some U.S.-based MNCs that
have used profit-shifting tax strategies. With a
primary focus of those strategies seemingly being
on transfer pricing and the avoidance of subpart F,
with little apparent attention to the ECI rules, the
past decade since the 2004 tax repatriation holiday
should provide many opportunities for ECI-centric
IRS reviews. During that period, many MNCs ac-
celerated their efforts to maximize low- and zero-
taxed overseas earnings in their CFCs through
supply chain and other profit-shifting formats in
the expectation that the 2004 repatriation holiday
would be repeated. And with the likely lack of any
annual U.S. corporate income tax return filings by
these CFCs, all tax years will still be open for
examination.

This ECI approach gives the IRS some real teeth:
• the up-to-30-percent branch profits tax; and
• the loss of deductions and credits when no

return has been filed.
Those provisions can create additional tax liabili-

ties significantly above what would have been paid
had the relevant income been recognized when
earned within a U.S. group member. These addi-
tional costs give the IRS a unique bargaining posi-
tion that may make some MNCs consider
voluntarily accepting current taxation of a CFC’s
earnings within a U.S. group member under
substance-over-form or assignment of income argu-
ments or perhaps through transfer pricing adjust-
ments.

IRS examinations should also find significant ECI
within the foreign subsidiaries of many non-U.S.-
based MNCs (regardless of whether those foreign
subsidiaries are CFCs). This will be especially true
for the foreign subsidiaries of non-U.S.-based
MNCs that are:

• former U.S.-based MNCs that have executed
inversion transactions to transform themselves
into non-U.S.-based MNCs;

• former U.S.-based MNCs acquired by private
equity and other investment funds through
non-U.S. acquisition vehicles; and

23See Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation
No. 48, ‘‘Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes,’’ available
at http://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Document_C/DocumentPa
ge?cid=1175801627860&acceptedDisclaimer=true. See generally
FASB Codification Topic 740, available at https://asc.fasb.org.
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• former U.S.-based MNCs acquired at any time
in the past by non-U.S. acquirers who left U.S.
management and operations basically intact.

As noted, the relatively ancient ECI regulations
have not been updated to reflect current technology
and business models and practices. Treasury should
issue modernized regulations as soon as possible,
especially because doing so should not require legislative
action by Congress.

In the meantime, in a manner similar to what was
done for inversions in Notice 2014-52, 2014-42 IRB
712, Treasury and the IRS should consider issuing a
notice or other document alerting taxpayers and
potential whistleblowers regarding intended
changes to ECI and other relevant regulations, with
a statement that the changes will be effective from
the date of the notice. That notice should also make

clear that the IRS will target for examination the
past and future years of foreign corporations that
earn zero- or low-taxed income but appear to have
critical functions being conducted in the United
States.

An indication of intended regulations and a clear
statement that these structures will be aggressively
audited with resulting higher-than-35-percent effec-
tive tax rates (as a result of the branch profits tax
and the loss of deductions and credits) should
encourage a reversal of some of the current income-
shifting efforts. Also, relevant training materials
should be created for IRS examining agents, and
appropriate guidance should be added to the Inter-
nal Revenue Manual and other internal IRS docu-
ments to help IRS auditors prioritize and review
this area.
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